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Abstract

Aircraft data collected in the Bering Sea in March, 1979 using a 6.6 GHz

(C Band) microwave radiometer and a 13.9 GHz (Ku Band) scatterometer,

reinforce the difficulties in interpreting first year ice types found near the

ice edge in a marginal ice zone. An ice interpretation scheme using data

taken with a 13.3 GHz (Ku Band) scatterometer and a 19.4 GH z (K Band)

radiometer in Davis Strait also shows ambiguity in the first year ice signal

and indicates that ice interpretation becomes more difficult near the ice edge

and under warmer conditions. This report also compares X Band SAR data taken

in Davis Strait with similar imagery collected in the Bering Sea. Ice core

samples from the Bering test area offer a basis for speculation on changes in

ice morphology which affect the signature return at the ice edge, and help

explain the difficulty of the ser.sors in discerning the two different ice
	 4

types found on the photography and in the core samples.
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1.0 Introduction

Recent ice investigations reflect an interest in the marginal ice zone

(MIZ), areas where there is a seasonal ice edge whose position and

characteristics vary considerably over time. The Bering Sea and Davis Strait

are two such regions located in the western and eastern Arctic respectively.

Being qualitatively similar, they allow researchers to compare ice types and

processes to see if similarities exist from one geographic location to

another, and they offer opportunities to study processes in areas composed of

ice which is typically thin compared to arctic pack ice.

Most sea ice research has been directed at understanding properties in

the central Arctic pack. Livingstone et al (1981) devised an ice signature

identification scheme which delimits eleven World Meteorology Organization

(WHO, 1970) ice classes. This method is temperature dependent and works best

in the central arctic with consistently low temperatures and large fields of

similar ice types. Hawkins et al (1980) state that the results break down at

temperatures greater than -2°C. Limited data analysis conducted in Davis

Gtrait adds information from first-year ice, taken at the ice edge, to this

scheme, but indicates that ambiguities exist in interpreting these results

using the first-year ice signatures obtained in the Beaufort Sea. A data set

taken in the Bering Sea under similar conditions augments the information

obtained in previous studies, but fails to resolve the problems associated

with defining a distinctive signature for first-year ice found near the edge

under melting conditions.

This report discusses the analysis done on the Bering Sea data set and

compares it to the existing results. The availability of better groundtruth,

in the form of ice core samples, allows for speculation concerning the ice

identification problems. Specifically, section 2.0 compares the environmental
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climatology of the regions and some morphological differences in the surface 	 a
4

features of the ice found there. Section 3.0 discusses the two experiments

involved, their instrumentation, and the problems encountered in the data

collection. The comparisons of data results found in section 4.0 include a 	 1

discussion of the Bering Sea ice core samples and speculations on the ice

properties affecting the return. Concluding remarks are in section 5.0.

2.0 Environmental Climatology

Both the Bering Sea and Davis Strait exhibit similar characteristics as

marginal ice zones. Differences do exist, the most notable being the more

northerly latitude of the Davis Strait ice zone which begins at -66°N and

extends to the North Water area at -76 °NI. The Bering Sea ice cover reaches

-58 0N, and, for purposes of this study, terminates at the Bering Strait -66°N. 	 k

In the Bering Sea, all ice formed is first year ice which melts back

completely each season. Davis Strait contains some icebergs as well as sectnd

year and multiyear ice, but first-year ice comprises the majority of the

pack. The first-year ice melts back most seasons except for remnant fast ice
i

in the colder years. Differences like these, including other related

environmental conditions, affect ice morphology, and may alter the signal

return of remote sensors.

2.1 The Bering Sea

The Bering Sea divides ini;o water overlying an abyssal plain for one-half

its extent, the other half being an extensive shelf area, the Bering basin,

including Norton Sound in the northeast (Kinder, 1980) (figure 1). This study

confines itself to the shelf area and emphasizes processes in the eastern half

of the sea.
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The water generally circulates northward, but the transport speeds vary

over the area and change with t1me (Coachman et al, 1975). The currents move

fastest in the straits (Anadyr, Bering, and between the eastern portion of St.

Lawrence Island and the Alaska mainland) where the water converges, and

accelerates around projecting land masses. Southerly water flow through

Bering Strait does occur especially in fall and early winter (Coachman and

Aagaard, 1980). In heavy years, the ice extends nearly to the shelf break at

the 150 m contour. Its maximum advance depends in part on the location of the

Bering slope current which parallels the shelf break (Kinder et al, 1975;

Schumacher et al, 1979). At the beginning of freeze up in Norton Sound,

Muench et al (1980) report that the water consists of two layers separated by

a strong pyncnocline, the upper layer being warmer and less saline. By mid-

winter, the Bering basin is vertically homogeneous in salinity and temperature

(Newton and Andersen, 1980).

A continental, arctic climate characterizes the winter months, replaced

by maritime influences in the summer (Overland, 1980). In heavy ice years,

fewer storms occur north of 60°N latitude and cold air from Alaska and the

Arctic produces dominant winds from the N-NE. Generally, more storms occur in

light ice years, propagating up the Siberian side bringing more winds from the

S-SW (Overland and Pease, 1981) (figure 2).

Fast ice forms in October in quiescent areas such as Norton Bay, and

advances during November-December. This ice generally extends to the 20 m

contour, coincident with a grounded ridge at its terminus (Stringer, 1980)

(figure 3). Maximum extent of the pack ice occurs in mid-February to March

changing to spring decay in April-June (Dunbar, 1967). In December-February

the ice advances to the S-SW under N-NE wind conditions forming polynyas on

the leeward side of east-west trending coasts. Polynyas recur seasonally to

4



the south of the coast near Nome, south of St. Lawrence island, and south of

Nunivak and St. Matthew Islands as the ice reaches maximum extent.

The grease ice generated in these polynyas thickens downwind, congeals to

form floes and migrates southrard at approximately 28-43' to the right of the

wind direction (Loschilov, 1974; Campbell at al, 1974, Muench and Ahings,

1976; McNutt, 1980, 1981). .1lthough these conditions predominate during

February to March, occasional storms from the S-SW close the pack ice, fill

the polynyas and push the floes northward. At the ice edge, the ice cover

interacts with the incoming swell, breaking into smaller floes and forming ice

bands which migrate downwind faster than the interior pack ice (Martin et al,

1983). As this ice encounters warmer water, it melts, and the location of

this warmer water determines the ice edge limit throughout the season (Pease,

1980). During ice advance, the pack may turn over from two to five times

(Pease, 1980).

The character of the ice edge is important in understanding the ice

signature of ice found in this area. The ocean swell fractures ice advected

from the interior pack. This ice consists of thick and thin white ice as well

as gray-white and grey ice formed in between the advancing thicker ice as it

spreads out downwind in the wider, southern end of the basin. At the edge,

the ice breaks into small rough floes which measure 10-20 m across and raft to

1-5 m thick (Bauer and Martin, 1980; Squire and Moore, 1981; Martin et el?

1983). These floes move to open water under off-ice winds forming bands

typically 1-10 ka in length and 0.1 to 1 km wide (Muench and Charnell,

1977). These orient at approximately right angles to the wind. Generally,

ice at the edge consists of three zones (Bauer and Martin, 1980): the edge

zone, 5-10 km wide consisting of small, broken floes; the transition zone, -5

km wide with small, rectangular floes; and the interior zone -100 km in extent

4
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with 1prge floes (figure 4). The widths of the zones vary depending o.. the

intensity of the inctming swell and its ability to fracture the ice. These

conditions were present in the March, 1979 study. Of-ice winds produce a

diffuse edge with many ice bands which move downwind and ablate; on-ice winds

compact the floes at the edge, but generally bring increased swell activity

fracturing the ice further into the pack while pushing floes against each

other. Generally, melt and decay of the ice characterizes the region at the

edge, but the onset of cold conditions causes refreezing of the surface layers

of the water and the ice.

Ice retreat begins when warmer air arrives from the south and combines

with the seasonal increase in solar insolation. The edge migrates northward,

ice production stops in the southerly polynyas and they close as new polynyas

open to the north, or leeward side, of the coasts, especially St. Lawrence

Island and southern and eastern Norton Sound. The ice generally moves

northward, however, in April-May, 1980 the author observed a reversal of this

flow on satellite pictures where a massive influx of thick ice from the

Chukchi Sea broke through Bering Strait and advanced southward, rapidly

reoccupying previously ice-free areas.

2.2 Davis Strait

Davis Strait overlies an area of deep water and receives ice from many

sources including Lancaster Sound, Jones Sound, Smith Sound and Baffin Bay

(figure 5). The coastlines of the areas bounding the Strait have high relief

and often contain fjords and glacial snouts which calve into ice source

regions. This means the ice cover often contains second year ice, multiyear

ice and icebergs, bergy bits and growlers. The increased relief compounds the

local wind field introducing katabatic wind effects.

e

k
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The ocean current regime differs significantly from the Bering Sea 	 1

(figure 6). Dunbar (1972) proposes three different types of current regimes

which affect ice edge locations in the Northern Hemisphere: tcarm, northward-

flowing currents flowing toward the ice (Norwegian and Barents Seas); cold,

southward currents moving away from the ice and advecting ice with them

(Greenland Sea); and currents which flow along the ice edge, parallel to it

(Bering Sea). All three types interact in Davis Strait. In the east, heat

transport from the northward flowing West Greenland current limits the ice

advance. The cold Labrador current carries western ice southward to the

eastern coast of Newfoundland. A current parallel to the ice edge limits the

middle portion of the ice, but unlike the Bering Sea, it acts as a

southwestward moving stream which deflects ice into the Labrador current.

Because of this system, the total width of the ice extent does not vary much

with changes in current. As the warm Greenland current increases, the

Labrador flow increases, carrying more ice southward into warmer waters. In

this case, warmer water causes greater ice production due to advectioa, but

the ice melts faster creating a self-regulating system. This may account for

the consistency in the yearly ice edge location in Davis Strait (Dunbar, 1972;

Eastern-Western Arctic Sea Ice Analyses, 1977, 1978, 1979). In contrast, the

ice edge location in the Bering Sea varies considerably when the ice reaches

its yearly maximum (Vebster, 1981).

Maxwell (1981) describes this area as the only climatological sub-region

in the Canadian Arctic which is marine. The mean cyclone trajectory governing

weather for this area passes over the eastern half of Davis Strait (figure 7).

Frequent storms occur over all seasons often injecting milder air, and the

high relief of the surrounding area produces strong local variations in wind

and temperature. These frequent storms and changes in temperature during the

k
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season confuse any easy definition of ice morphology in the area, making ice

thickness distritutions and surface roughness characteristics more complex

than the apparent system in the Bering Sea. The additional storms also bring

heavier snowfall.

Crane (1978) discusses the synoptic climatology of the area and describes

two different ice scenarios during freeze-up and decay which may cause

different ice morphologies to dominate during those times. An early ice

advance brings a large influx of second-year and multiyear ice from Baffin

Bay. Ice in Davis Strait arrives from the norrh and includes ice which

travels east along Hudson Strait to Foxe Basin. Winds from the east, north

and west predominate. New ice growth in Frobisher Bay and Ungava Bay

characterizes ice during a late advance. Ocean swell breaks up this ice and

rafts it as the ice extends seaward. Thin, new ice dominates through the

early part of the season. There are more of the warmer easterly winds during

this situation and less northerly or westerly flow. In both cases, the water

along the Labrador coast is the last to freeze (figure 8). In an early ice

retreat, the ice begins to melt back during mid to late August. Southerly

winds dominate. A late retreat leaves remnant ice in Frobisher Bay and near

Cumberland Pennisula in September. Less storms with southerly airflow

penetrate during this scenario. Also, ice involved in a late retreat shows

more variation in its advance. No correlation exists which prescribes that an

early freeze-up necessitates a late retreat or vice versa.

The general ice freeze-up and retreat pattern is similar to the Bering

Sea with some important differences. Freeze-up begins with the fast ice areas

located in protected bays and fjords in mid :o late October, earlier than the

Bering. The water, having a salinity similar to the Bering Sea, approximately

32 e /oe, requires a similar temperature to begin freezing, —1.8 eC (Collin and

It
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Dunbar, 1964). Ice formation begins in the north and progresses southward.

The fast-ice contour occurs at 180 m off the east coast of Baffin Island

(Jacobs at al, 1975) (figure 9), but water currents continually move ice off

Cape Dyer, and no general rule exists for fast ice limits as in the Bering.

Another significant difference lies in the amount of second year and wultiyear

ice contained in the fast ice. There is none in Bering Sea fast ice, but in

Davis Strait an increasing proportion of older ice occurs in more northern

areas.

Maximum ice extent occurs in March to April, later than the Bering Sea

(Dunbar, 1972). After the initial freeze-up, the ice advances off the coasts

from the west to east and moves from north to south partly from ice formed in

the recurrent North Water polynya (Dunbar, 1973; Crawford and Parkinson,

1980). Day (1981) indicates considerable ice transport into Davis Strait from

ice originating in Smith Sound. Ito and Moller (1982), tracing floe motions

for ice at maximum extent, show that a general southward movement of ice

exists under northerly wind conditions. The position of the ice edge at

maximum extent does not vary considerably from year to year, but the ice

advected southward changes in extent and varies in thickness and morphology

throughout the season.

Changes in incoming solar radiation, tides, and the onset of storm

activity bring on the ice breakup (Jacobs et al, 1975). The meltback proceeds

from south to north and north to south simultaneously as the ice edge retreats

and the North Water polynya opens up. Home Bay has ice the longest, often

into August (Maxwell, 1981), but the area is generally ice-free by late: August

to early September, mach later than the Bering Sea.

9



3.0 Description of the Two Experiments and Instrumentation

Two different groups of researchers, NASA and CCRS, conducted experiments

under similar conditions in 1979 in the Bering Sea and Davis Strait. Both

flew aircraft equipped with remote sensing instruments over the ice at the

edge. In the Bering, a ship stationed at the edge equipped with a helicopter

allowed scientists to gather detailed core reports or. ice conditions during

the entire cruise 2 to 1.4 March. Difficulty landing a surface truth party

using a shore-based helicopter limited the Davis Strait ice core measurements

to two samp?.ea. Significant differences existed in the two flight patterns

used to collect sate, with the Davis Strait pattern being more useful for

judging ice conditions.

3.1 Bering Sea Experiment

The Bering Sce flight occurred on 14 March 1979. Groundtruth data

collection took place from the NOAA ship SURVEYOR stationed at the ice edge

from 2 to 14 March. Personnel entered the ice field using boats and a

helicopter launched from the ship. Salo et al (1980) present a complete

analysis of the ship's data. Researchers from Scott Polar Resea:uh Institute

collected data on the response of the floes to incoming swell (Wadhams and

Squire, 1980). The NASA C130 aircraft flew over the area and collected data

using a 13.9 GHZ (Ku Band) scatterometer (Jones et al, 1917), a 6.6 GHs

(C Band) radiometer (Harrington,, 1979) and an kC 9 camera. Later in the day,

the NASA C131 flew over the same area with an X Band SAR (Schertler, 1978).

Figure 10 shows the flightline for the C130; the flightline for the C131

appears in figure 40.

In retrospect, the shape of the flightline chosen combined with the

diffuse nature of the ice edge made data analysi3 difficult. Problems also

A
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arose in the time codes on the sensors so that five minute data runs reduced

to a maxim of three minutes of usable data. Comparison of the radiometer

and scatterometer data to the atrphotos left many gaps as each track contained

considerable open water. Also, the low-altitude flights for laser runs

precluded airphoto aralysis because the photographs did not overlap. Further,

in an attempt to simulate the 6 angle simultaneous data collection mode of the

CCRS scatterometer, NA4A operators changed the look sugle on the scatterometer

every five seconds on some runs. Under such. diffuse ice conditions, ous ice

type rarely filled the sampling footprint, and angular dependence studies were

not statistically valid. The data reduced to one run where the scatterometer

angle remained at 58 ° and photographic overlap existed. The radiometer data

applied to all runs where photos existed, and provide more valid sta':ir•ics.

3.2 Davis Strait Experiment

This program also studied the physical properties of the sea ice, f:.oe

flexure and heave response and meteorological parameters (Gray er a,' 1979).

On 10 April, 1979 this Canadian Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS) flew a 19.4

Gliz (K Bandi radiometer and a 13.3 GR z (Ku Band) scatterometer over the ice

while collecting simultaneous atrphotos. The Naval Oceanography Research and

Development Activity (NORDA) P3 covered the same area with an X Band radar

(Ketchum and Tarmer, 1980).

The flightline (figure 11) differed from the Bering Sea line by heading

straight into the pack from the open water side. This allows data to be

collected at the edge under malting conditions and further into the pack

providing a signature on the non-malting ice. The ice at the edge was gore

deteriorated than the Bering ice, and groundtrutn includes only two ice cores

(Gray et al, 1919; Wadhamm and Squire, 1980). The cores imply that the ice

11



differs from the Bering Sea since it had more snow accumulated at the

surface. Photos obtained from the CCRS aircraft also show compact ice at the

edge with little ice band formation preceding the overflight.

4.0 Comparison of Data Results and Ice Conditions

The Bering Sea ice edge consisted of ice bands moving downwind under

conditions which persisted for several days prior to the overflight. This

resulted in a Snell-developed diffuse ice PdeP with two types of ice present:

rafted white ice floes which appeared dry and large grey-white floes with wet

surfaces. In contrast, the Davis Strait edge appeared to be compact with

little band formation. The smallest floes occurred at the ice edge, and floe

size increased into the pack. For both the ice conditions this section

discusses the temperature dependence of the ice interpretation scheme devised

by Livingstone et al (1981) and shows that significant surface moisture

effects existed at lower temperatures in the Bering Sea. Because of this

surface moisture, the emissivity and backscatter failed to resolve the two ice

types seen in the photographs and in the ice cores.

4.1 Bering Sea Ice Conditions

Figure 12 taken 13 March 1979 shows the large scale ice generation

mechanisms for the Bering Sea described in section 2.1. It is a strip mosaic

of LANDSAT images which begins north of St. Lawrence Island and extends past

St. Matthew Island to the ice edge. The north shore of St. Lawrence Island

has a fast ice edge (marked 1 on the image), a thicker wedge of first year ice

extends northward (2) from the fast ice boundary, a polynya (3) on the

southern tors— generates frazil ice which forms pancakes which then

consolidate and the ice thickens downwind where leads begin to open in the

e
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pack (4 j . The effects of wind and incoming swell combine to create ice bands

near the edge (5). McNutt (1980,1981) and Pease (1980) discuss these

processes in greater detail.

As seen in figure 4, the ice edge on 14 K:.cch consisted of an area of

broken floes, a transition zone, and an area of large sheets of pack ice. The

aircraft data collected appear to be from these ice band areas as no airphotos

show 'he larger fields of ice. Figure 13 shows an ice band in more detail.

The ice aujacent to the water visible in the mosaic is the leading edge of a

large ice band. Striations of the floes within the feature show two types of

ice present: thicker, small white floes 20-50 m across and larger floes of

thinner grey and grey-white ice approximately 200-500 m with some larger. The

surface of the grey and grey-white ice can appear white or dark grey depending

on the degree of melting of the snow cover. Figure 14 shows the leading edge

of another ice band where a sharp distinction between the ice and water

exists, and the trailing tige which consists of small floes behind the main

body of the band. Martin et al (1983) describe the physical process which

causes this difference.

The two ice types mentioned previously show up well in figure 15. The

area (1) indicates large grey-white floes still covered with some surface snow

while (2) shows grey-white ice with a melted surface. The matrix ice consists

of small white floes (3). At a lower altitude, figure 16 shows how much open

water and nilas exist between the floes. Snow covers the large white floe in

the upper right portion of the mosaic. The surface of the floes appears

mottled and contains thaw holes. Figure 17 shows more variations of the

surface texture present in the moist surface of the grey-white floes. More

detailed surface relief can be seen in figures 18 and 19 taken from the

helicopter which had landed on similar ice. The upper layer contains

13



consolidated pancake ice with some snow drifts. Figure 20 shows that the

white floes appear strikingly different. The surface contains ridges with

snow drifts and flat, snow covered areas. The snow looks dry compared to the

grey-white floes. Martin and Kauffman (1979) report these ridges as 1 a or

less and show a surface view in figure 21.

Kauffman and Squire, and Bauer conducted ice surveys with the helicopter

on board the NOAH ship SURVEYOR for 13 and 14 March respectively. On the 13th

Kauffman and Squire took ice cores and gave a detailed description of the ice

conditions encountered. Appendix A reproduces both ice reports and contains a

record of the ice floe measurements. The first ice encountered consisted of

pieces of thick ice 10-20 m in diameter at 75% concentration. This changed to

large floes of new ice 30-50 m at 80%. After crossing an area of open water

containing <1% of 10 m diameter floes, another field of 10-30 a floes at 80%

concentration appeared. These were thick and snow covered. Large, thin grey

ice floes adjoined these with a concentration of 90% with an occasional thick

ice floe matrix of about 25%. The record includes one core from each ice

type, and Appendix A presents the details of the analysis.

On 14 March, Bauer constructed a diagram of ice conditions encountered

preceding the NASA flight. Figure 21 recreates her analysis. She indicates

the two types of ice present and adds that the floe size increased away from

the edge, noting that some of the open water had grease ice streaks. Grease

ice streaks do not appear in the C130 photographs, but the two ice types

dominate the imagery. Salo et al (1980) reported the following weather

conditions at the time of the overflight: air temperature -5.5 0 , windspeed 8

ms-1 from 55% water temperature -1.2°C. Similar conditions existed several

days previous to the overflight so that the diffuse ice edge/band melt

conditions were well-developed.

14



The ice samples listed as N1 and N2 in Appendix A correspond to the grey-

white ice and the white ice respectively. The salinity and temperatures are

surface measurerAents taken for the frazil layer. Figure 23 shows conditions

at site N1. The ice surface is wet and slushy. Areas appearing white on

other grey-white floes actually consisted of very wet snow. The snow salinity

remains low, but the slush layer immediately beneath it retains more salt than

the ice surface scrape, which is also quite saline. The ice core (figure 26)

shows the 130 mm frazil layer overlying the columnar ice. The brine

inclusions and the crystal sizes in the upper layers are quite large ranging

from -_< 2 mm to 6 mm in size. The salinity profile with depth shows a

definite new, first-year ice character (figure A-1); the temperature vs depth

profile indicates that the ice was very warm ranging from -2.1°C at the

surface to -1.7% at the bottom of the floe (Table A-I). 	 r

The next set of figures (25 and 26) shows conditions for the core N2, the

white ice. The ice surface is dry, with no slush, and contains 330 mm of

frazil on top, over one-half the core length (figure A-2). Both the snow and

the ice surface have low salinities as does the ice itself, and the

temperature profile shows the ice is warm. Weeks and Ackley (1982) describe

how brine in first-year ice drains out as the ice warms rapiily, which appears

to be the case here. Figure 27 shows the ice core for N1. Since there is no way to

tell if all the rafted white ice encountered meets these specifications, table

A-1 includes data on ice core B5 taken on 7 March when similar ice conditions

existed. Figure 28 shows the 20 m white ice floe for core B5 which can be

identified on the floe. Figure 29 shows the surface of the floe and the

texture of the surrounding ice. The core sample is similar to N2 but does not

contain a second frazil layer beneath the columnar ice. The upper frazil

layer is 300 mm deep, well over half the core length (figure A-3). Both floes

15



30). The snow layer and ice surface have a higher salt content than N2, yet

the floes appear similar in the surface photographs.

Appendix A contains diagrams of the floe samples. The sparse snow cover

and deep frazil layers correspond well with core data reported by Ramseier et al

(1974) and Gloerson et al (1974) during the Bering Sea Experiment (BESEX).

Taken further north in an area where the ice advected southward, these cores

show thick, white, snow-covered ice and areas of grey ice forming in leads

downwind from the polynya south of St. Lawrence Island. Appendix A also shows

a diagram of a typical thick white ice core and a grey ice core from each

study for comparison, and indicates that this is not an anomalous ice

situation.

4.2 Davis Strait Ice Conditions

Documentation on ice conditions in Davis Strait comes from several

sources, but extensive ice core data do not exist due to the extreme melt

conditions encountered at the edge. Livingstone et al (1981) report an air

temperature of 0°C and an ice surface temperature of -2°C for the flight.

Gray et al (1979) discuss the two ice cores taken for the period. The

helicopter could not land on the ice, but hovered above the floes while

researchers retrieved the samples. They state that the snow surface was dry,

but the snow-ice interface was wet. The Ph-value and salinity indicate

melting ice with salt water intrusion. Appendix A also contains their

schematic diagram of the floes sampled.

In the study area, the floe size increased away frorm the ice edge ranging

from 5-10 m at the edge to 10-30 m further in, and ending in a region of 2.2 x
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2.8 km large floes (Gray et 11, 1979; Livingstone et a1, 1981) also observed

this change in floe size on the airphotos taken. The large floes appear to be

refrozen pancake ice or breccia with rough surface texture. The ice edge is

less diffuse than the conditions encountered in the Bering Sea (figure 31). 	
't

The ice edge appears compact and the floes at the ice-ovate. boundary decrease

in size by melting in situ. Some ice bands existed (figure 32) but do not

show the active floe herding apparent in the Bering Sea (figure 14). Wave-

broken white ice floes dominate the floe types while the grey-white floes

apparent in the Bering do not exist in large amounts. Some lightly snow-

covered nilas or grey ice occurs further into the flight line and seems to be

formed from local re-freezing of open water areas within the white ice floe

matrix (figure 33).

Ketchum and Farmer (1980) mention the general ice conditions found during 	
k

the overflight of the NORDA P3. They state that the ice fields increased in

size and extent from the Baffin Bay area to Davis Strait. The ice cover had a

high density, but low surface relief with ridges usually less than 1 m high.

Multiyear ice from the Canadian Archipelago and Nares Strait appeared but

neither consistently nor in large amounts. However, icebergs, bergy bits and

growlers from Greenland glaciers are common. Ketchum and Farmer agree that

the edge consisted of swell broken floes with larger floes away from the ice

edge. They describe the larger floes as consisting of some refrozen breccia

and some flat ice. Most of the ice types encountered were thin first year or

young ice and the nilas present was snow covered. The thickest snow cover

occurred in the northwest portion of the line and appeared to be recent. The

surface temperature the day before was +4°C, well above the freezing point.

The PRT 5 data indicates that the surface temperature of the snow, water and

ice were nearly isothermal at 0° to -1°C, indicating advanced melt conditions.
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The shape of the ice edge and the few ice bands leads to the assumption that

southerly winds exposed the ice to warmer temperatures and compacted the edge,

and that melt conditions continued at the time of the overflight, but with

little or no wind.

4.3 Comparisons of Data Results

This section compares the active and passive microwave results from Davis

Strait and the Bering Sea. In the following section 4.3.1 discusses the

temperature effects on the snow and ice; section 4.3.2 contains the passive

data and compares the scatterometer data to the radiometer results; and

section 4.3.3 describes the X Band radar results.

4.3.1 Snow and Temperature Effects
	 k

Research conducted on ice in cold regions, such as the central Arctic

pack, assumes that microwave measurements are unaffected by snow. When the

snow is very cold and dry the air pockets and crystals in the snow do not

significantly influence the microwave return (Weeks and Ackley, 1982).

Central Arctic research also shows that the penetration (skin depth) of

microwaves in the ice increases with increasing thickness. Since the brine in

its upper layers effectively lowers the brightness temperature, young ice with

a small skin depth has a low emissivity and surface scattering dominates.

Older ice also has a low emissivity but, since the brine has drained out of

this ice, the lower measurement derives from volume scattering due to the

increased skin depth. The emissivity for different ice types increases with

thickness until it reaches a maximum at 1 m for first year ice, then it

decreases (figure 34). Data in the MIZ suggest that both surface and volume

scatter in young ice contribute to the ambiguities in the signatures once ice

melt begins.
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For the outer zone of the MIZ, temperature effects on the ice dominate

the returns for both active and passive microwaves. This holds true for the

diffuse ice edge found in the Bering Sea, snd the compact ice edge found in

Davis Strait. In summarizing all their data results, Livingstone et al (1981)

describe several different temperature regimes and their effects on the ice

and microwave data. Two of these apply to the MIZ. The intermediate zone

ranges from -20°C to -3°C with the following changes noted: brine volume

increases with increasing temperatures; surface scattering dominates in young

ice types as the temperature increases, with the youngest ice classes affected

first; the backscattering coefficient increases with increasing temperature as

does the angular dependence; the emissivity decreases with increasing

temperature. The following characteristics define the high temperature case

(T >-3 0C): surface water appears; surface scattering dominates; backscatter	 3k

and emissivity decrease; and the Livingstone feature space classification

breaks down, so that at some undefined temperature, microwaves will no longer

discriminate ice types duu to the dominance of surface water. Ambient

temperatures define the ice cases used here, including Davis Strait, while the

Bering Sea data include ice surface, air and water temperature. The results

from the Bering suggest that effects ascribed to the higher temperature case

also occur at lower ambient temperatures >-6°C and at ice temperatures --S°C

suggesting a lowering of the boundaries for the temperature criteria. The low

air temperature does not arcount for the degree of ice malt found here and

infers that the critical factors governing ice surface changes in the outer

MIZ appear to result from melting induced by warmer sea water. More

information needs to be obtained to evaluate the importance of water

temperature as a criterion in ice signature identification for the MIZ.
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Skin depth calculations for several frequencies combined with ice core

results indicate that most microwave interactions in the Bering Sea occur in

the frazil layer, but other factors suggest that snow effects are critical for

the passive case since two different brightness temperatures exist for both

grey-white and white ice. These appear to be related to a melting snow cover.
e

The high return for the grey-white ice and the lower return of the white ice

associated with the leading edge of an ice band confuses the ice signature

separation for the classes. The effects of snow cover are unknown and warrant

further investigation in the MIZ.

4.3.2 Radiometer and Scatterometer Data

Several investigators calculate skin depths for grey-white and white ice

types at different frequencies. Livingstone et al (1981) estimate the skin

depth for white ice at 19.35 GH z under melt conditions to be less than 5 cm.

For 10 GHz Bogorodsky and Kukhov (1975) and Vant et al (1974, 1975) calculate

skin depths for Bering Sea ice. Bogorodsky and Kukhov reported brine volumes

and emissivities similar to N1 and show a Fkin depth of 2.4 cm for grey-white

ice. The brine volume for frazil ice studied by Vant et al corresponds to N2

and yields an effective skin depth of 4.3 cm. They also report that the skin

depth for columnar ice is larger at 11.5 cm. In data analyzed by Vant (1976)

skin depths of 7.2-9.4 cm exist in ice at 7.5 GHz under warm conditions. The

lower frequency of the 6.6 GHz radiometer gives a larger skin depth, but ice

cores reported by Martin and Kauffman (1979), Ramseier et al (1974), and

Gloerson et al (1974) indicate that for the frequencies studied, all

interactions essentially take place in the frazil layer. Crystal sizes and

brine pockets seen in the core photographs taken by Martin and Kauffman

suggest that they are large enough to interact with the microwaves since they
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This further reduces the skin depth of the ice providing additional evidence

that the interactions take place in the frazil layer. Snow effects are

unknown, but the high salinity and temperature of the snow, especially at the

snow-ice interface, indicate that this layer could act as a reflective surface

under melt conditions.

Grey-white ice in the Bering Sea shows two different emissivities in ice

that appears similar on the photographs. The wet-surfaced ice has an

emissivity of 0.71, somewhat lower than the measurement in Davis Strait. Some

grey-white floes appeared to have a drier surface and had higher emissivities

of 0.73. The white ice emissivities (0.72) are within the standard deviations

of those found for grey-white ice, and fall below the reported measurements
s

for Davis Strait. Ice in Davis Strait classifies by emissivity alone, but

variations exist in similar ice types as a result of temperature effects

(Livingstone et al, 1981). In the Bering Sea brightness temperature

variations appear on different runs and within the categories defined by the

ice cores. The mean values for all types varies from line to line with the

mean for all samples being 198.2°K for grey-white ice and 203.4°K for white

ice. These 'values fall within the standard deviations for the two classes and

make them inseparable by brightness temperature or emissivity. Livingstone

reports values of 229.1'K for rotten first year ice and 214.6°K for wave-

broken first year ice at the edge. Both values seem to correspond to the

white ice identified in the Bering Sea; a decrease in brightness temperature

as a function of frequency is expected (Gray, 1980).

For both the Davis Strait and the Bering Sea, the grey-white ice shows

large variations in brightness temperature with no apparent change in the ice

visible in the photographs. For the Bering Sea the variation is -30°K; for
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Davis Strait, Livingstone comments that it is -20'K. Taken individually, the

brightness temperatures for these grey-white floes are quite high, but within

the returns noted for white ice. These anomalies occur frequently enough that

the higher temperatures skew the data for grey-wi.ite ice as a whole, confusing

it with the white ice returns. Figure 35 shows radiometer and scatterometer

(8-58 0 ) data for a bright grey-white ice occurance (the peak seen in the area

marked 2 on the figure). The scatterometer fails to resolve the ambiguity in

the brightness temperatues, indicating that at this angle, the surface of the

two ice types appear similar. As the snow begins to melt on the ice, small

water droplets form in the snow before the surface appears wet. These

droplets enhance the brightness temperature of the ice compared to dry

unmelted snow, and wet snow found on other floes (see inset, figure 35). The

water to the snow in both melt cases creates a reflective layer for the

scatterometer and explains the difference in the ability of the sensors to

discern the brighter ice type.

In some cases, white ice floes also give lower returns than expected.

This often appears as a decrease in brightness temperature at the ice edge, or

at the leading edge of an ice band (figure 36). Livingstone reports similar

effects. In the Bering Sea data, a tendency exists for a slight rise in

backscatter associated with this decrease. Livingstone's data also indicates

this rise, but to a lesser degree (figure 37). Martin at al (1983) report

that ice at the leading band edge has more freeboard, and a drier surface

compared to the trailing edge. The inset in figure 36 shows a schematic

diagram of the initial ice band appearance (a) and decay (b) with time. For

both cases, thicker, rougher ice exists at the leading edge. Core N2 (figure

A-2), taken at the edge of an ice band, shows the low salinity associated with

this ice. The dry surface with little brine in it causes volume scattering to
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dominate in this case, lowering the brightness temperature while the drier,

rougher surface relief enhances tha scatterometer return. The Davis Strait

ice edge contains remnant, thicker floes. Their advanced state of decay and

lesser degree of rafting due to wind conditions combine to give the smaller

increase in backscatter. This is consistant with Livingstone's comment that

due to surface roughness at the cake edges, wave-broken ice at the edge has a

slightly higher backscattering coefficient than unbroken, rotting ice in Davis
t

Strait. The wet snow surface here is four times the depth of the drier Bering
i

Sea ice (figure A-4) so that surface moisture accounts for the dramatic 	
f

1

,Rcrease in brightness temperature instead of volume scattering.

The two studies also show an increase in brightness temperature in

footprint samples taken in open water before contact with the ice edge. The

open water signature occurs most often at the leading ice edge. The trailing

ice edge often contains secondary peaks vh—ue the footprint encounters an ice-

water mixture. Figure 38 shows these conditions for an ice band in the Bering

Sea. Area 1 contains grey-white ice; 2 has white floes associated with the

leading edge of a band; 3 contains mixed ice types. Area 4 shows the

secondary peaks associated with the low-concentration floes in the trailing

edge of a band, while 5 indicates the open water areas associated with the

increased brightness temperature on approaching the ice edge. The reason for

this increase is not understood.

Problems exist in combining the scatterometer data with the airphotos and

the radiometer data. Time code errors eliminated two minutes of data on each

five minute run. Low altitude passes prevented overlap on the airphotos.

These factors combined with the loose ice conditions and angle changes on the

scatterometer every S a on some runs left few areas where all three data types

existed simultaneously. The best data exists where there is a fixed angle on
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the scatterometer allowing sufficient sampling so that one ice type fills the

footprint, in this case at 8-58'.

Figure 38, a plot of emissivity (c) and backscatter for run 11-0 shows

that the two ice types are inseparable under these conditions. The dean

emissivity and backscatter plotted with their error bars suggest some

separability, but the previously mentioned problems in defining ice type by

emissivity and the variations of emissivity in different lines leaves

backscatter to define the classes, and these values overlap considerably.

Figure 35, shown previously, indicates the non-separability of ice types by

backscatter since a clear difference in the ice types exists here. Data taken

by Livingstone at al (1981) in the Beaufort Sea and Frobisher Bay show the

return in Davis Strait to be more specular. They indicate that first year and

grey-white ice categories separate only at OW to 18 0 . For 6-58% the two

cases are inseparable, though the possibility exists that Bering Sea data may

separate at smaller angles. The amount of %;triace water present may cause

this specular relfection and breakdown of the separability. This implies a

change from volume scattering to surface scatter with an increase in the

surface water layer.

4.3.3 Radar Data

This sub-section compares X Band radar data taken in the Bering Sea and

Davis Strait. :ores in Davis Strait contained more snow, and environmental

conditions exist for more snowfall during the ice season (Maxwell, 1981;

Crane, 1978). Ketchum and Farmer (1980) indicate that wet snow increases the

backscatter on X Band but not L Band radar returns from Davis Strait. The

differences derive from the amount of slush cover present. Slush cover gives

a lower return than a melting snow cover. This apparent increase makes the

x
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X Band data ambiguous, and necessitates using X and L Band together to resolve

the data. Snow on very thin ice gives a high return on X Band, low on L Band,

while thin ice without snow is low on both X and L Band.

Ice band structures in the baring Sea consist of small, consolidated ice

forms, pieces which cannot be individually resolved on X or L Band data

(Ketchum and Farmer, 1980). However, X Band gives a higher return for malting

snow, and floes in an ice band provide excellent discriminators for ice

features at the edge (figure 40`. Data from the C131 X Band radar shows that

it resolves the features well at both near and far range. }.etehum and Farmer

(1980) state that the homogeneous grey tone Lf the ice seen near the edge

results from a high density of surface scatterers and reflection at an

interface boundary. Figure 41 shows a portion of the ice band labeled A on

figure 40 and shown in detail in figure 41, and indicates the aNility of ti

radar t.. image these features regardless a 	 . frequent cloud cover. Two

location and condition of the ice at the ize ed- .-e responds to changes iu

meteorological conditions, and radar imagery is useful in predicting ice edge

motion. Area B on figure 40 shows lead orientation patterns in the active ice

zone to the east of St. Lawrence Island. ice from Nortoa Sound, and thick ice

from the northern Bering Sea advects through this area at speeds as high as

34 cm s-1 (McNutt, 1981). Such ice presents a hazard, and shifts in the lead

orientations precede changes in the polynya locations and ice thickness

distributions for the entire basin.

Ketchum and Farmer also report that fast ice fragments can be

discriminated on X Band data due to the contrast with the first year ice

matrix. X Band data taken 27 March 1979 in Norton Sound, figure 42, show the

onset of ice retreat in the area. The fast ice marked C on the image, gives

different returns in two areas. Cl differs from the first year ice near it
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due to ridging on the mobile ice, but C2, broken off froa the fast ice north

of St. Lawrence Island and advecting northward with the pack, shows no

difference from the surrounding ice. Its surface may be wet causing the more

specular return. Figure 43 shows the TIROS image for 25 March, 26 and 27

March bring too cloudy to show ice detail. Thus, the radar discriminates ice

from open water and shows ice concentration better than the visual image.

5.0 Conclusions

The Bering Sea and Davis StraJc data suggest that temperature effects

dominate the active and passive microwave returns collected under melt

conditions in the MIZ. Specifically, the conclusions address the following

considerations:

1. The tea classification scheme of Livingstone creaks down at ambient
temperatures <-3.0'C, and Bering Sea data suggest water temperature
influences ice returns more than air temperature within a certain range
in the outer zone of the MIZ.

2. Snow cover elLacts are unknown, yet appear to influence the returns
significantly under melt conditions.

3. Skin depth calculations combined with ice core reports, discounting
the snow cover, indicate that most interactions at the microwave
frequencies studied take place in the frazil ice layer.

4. Two different conditions existed in the MIZ: the diffuse edge case
in the Bering Sea; the compact edge case in Davis Strait. The data
collection scheme used in Davis Strait suits both conditions better than
the design used in the Bering Sea. M analysis of Bering Sea ice
processes suggests that regions to the east of St. Matthew Island better
represent the ice, as a whole, in the Bering basin.

Livingstone at al (1981) state that the ice classification scheme breaks

down with increasing temperatures as the surface scatter from meltwater

dominates the returns, thi critical temperature being -3'C. Lower

temperatures existed in the Bering Sea with surface effects already apparent,

suggesting that the classification breaks down at temperatures lower than -3'C

if the ice encounters warm water. Since the ice edge limit in the Bering Sea

depends on the location of this warmer water, water temperature may play a

V-, 4
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greater role in governing the breakdown of ice s

ambient air temperatures over a limited range. The difference in the ice

appearance under melt conditions also suggests a strong need to understand the

morphology of the ice at the edge where ice with a large frazil layer and

little snow cover melts more rapidly than raf ted ice which is thicker.

Snow cover also affects the growth rates of ice, and the free water

content of the melting snow may contribute to ambiguities in the microwave

return. The radiometer and scatterometer data collected for Davis Strait and

the Bering Sea do not address the problems of snow accumulation and changes in

the snow cover during melting. Increases in brightness temperatures and

reflectivity of the surface water layer suggest that snow cover must be

considered in future identification schemes in the MIZ.

The results at all frequencies in the Bering Sea indicate that

IL

interactions take place essentially in the frazil layer. The emissivity and

brightness temperatures for the two ice types encountered failed to identify

the ice, unlike the situation in Davis Strait. Both brightness temperature

and the scatterometer return at e - 58° could not distinguish the two types of

ice found. The increase in the brightness temperature of the water near the

ice edge is not understood. Ice at the leading edge of an ice band and at the

ice edge under compact ice conditions both show a decrease in brightness

temperature as the footprint approaches open water. In one case this may be

due to volume scatter, and in the other, surface scatter from meltwater. In

the first case there is a stronger increase in backscatter associated with the

decrease in brightness temperature and this may be helpful in resolving the

different processes involved. The limited data set here warrants further

investigation. A deficiency in the data collection system used did not

generate enough scatterometer information at angles < 58 0 . Since the best
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data existed where the angle held constant for a run, this method should be

applied in diffuse ice conditions where data cannot be collected at all angles

simultaneously as on the CCRS scatterometer.

The location of satellite tracks determined the ship's station for data

collection in the Bering Sea. The area behind Nunivak Island exhibits

regional ice characteristics which may not represent the majority of the

thicker pack ice in the Bering Sea which migrates to the ice edge. Although

the floe samples are similar to the BESEX floes taken further west, these may

also be from the downwind end of a polynya region, in this case behind St.

Lawrence Island. A more suitable study region exists above the level shelf

area to the east of St. Matthew Island where thicker ice advects to the edge

from the north-northwest (McNutt, 1980). A ship-borne helicopter provides

necessary scientific support for collecting ice samples at the ice edge and

further iato the sack. Accurate determination if the microwave ice properties

necessitates this support as airphotos alone do not provide completely

r,liable information on floe characteristics, e.g., the normal appearance of

the bright grey-white floes.

A more optimal data collection design consists of long runs over the ice

taking care to have all instruments and the camera tied to the main clock on

the inertial navigation system, with a back up time code included. The nature

of the MIZ precludes stepping through scatterometer angles or constantly

changing the data collection mode on any sensor, especially with diffuse ice

conditions. Longer runs into the ice with fixed angles and with similar ice

conditions give more valid ice samples and provide signatures for the ice

forms found at the edge which have not yet encountered melt conditions.

Longer runs also aid in radiometer and scatterometer comparisons. Flightlines

long enough to encounter fast ice and ice in polynyas would be ideal, if

logistically feasible.

C .
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lens of the CCRS camera showed more area, but at a cost in resolution which 	
t

might affect an understanding of the surface of the ice and the amount of

water and different ice types actually present in the sampling footprints.

Radar provides a better wide area indication of ice conditions while the

6" focal length lens of the NASA camera gives more accurate information on the 	
i

surface condition of the ice and correlates better with surface photos taken

on the ice floes. Flightlines must be planned so that the lowest critical
i

altitude for data collection provides overlap of the images to produce photo

mosaics. An imaging radiometer and/or IR onboard facilitates data analysis

and provides better monitoring of processes and morphology in the area.

Finally, the data indicate two different ice edge scenarios for the

4

MIZ. In order to accurately compare ice signatures for both geographic

regions, investigators must plan for an experiment which lasts long enough to

encounter both diffuse and compact ice edge conditions. Changes in wind and

wave climatology drastically alter the ice conditions and create different

effects on the surface properties of the ice involved. Monitoring the ice as

it changes, with ground truth taken before and after the meteorological

events, may resolve some of the questions concerning ice processes and their

relationship to the changes in ice signatures in the MIZ.
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Appendix A

This Appendix contains the ice report by Kauffman and Squire for

13 March 1979 and by Bauer for 14 March 1979. Table A-1 shows ice statistics

for the cores N1 and N2 taken on 13 March, and for BS taken 7 March. These

compare with cores AN, A3, and NW2. Ramseier et al (1974) report the first

two and Gloerson et al (1974) recorded the third. Diagrams for these floes

are in figures A-1 through A-3. The number above the schematic representation

of the core (to the left of the graph) refers to the snow depth found; the

number below the diagram indicates the total length of the core. Figure A-4

shows the ice core diagram as reported by Gray et al (1979) for Davis Strait.
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Ice Reconnaissance 14 March 1979

Jane Bauer

1- 5nm

Area where bands are forming approximately perpendicular to the wind.

There are a lot of snow-covered cakes, most of which are rafted. At about

4nm there is an area of grey ice floes which are rafted. At about 4nm there

is an area of grey ice floes which are larger than the surrounding snow-

covered lakes.

6- 8nm

There is much open water here with many rafted sakes floating loose.

8-20nm

There is a total mixture! Many snow-covered cakes, some rafted, but

most fairly flat. There are also patches of grey ice. These floes are

fairly large. The largest was about 700 yds by 400 yds. There are also

patches of open water. About 20nm in, the open water had some grease ice

streaks on it. As one progressed into the ice, the average floe size did

increase.

(see figure 24)
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Ice Reconnaissance 13 March 1979

Peter Kauffmann and Vernon Squire

ship:	 58' 01.5'	 166° 12.3'
course 350°

	

first floes 58' 02.1' 	 1660 12.0'
broken pieces of thick ice 10-20m in diameter 75% ice

	

58' 03.0'	 166° 12.1'
ice changed to large floes of new ice (like N-1)
30-50 m diameter 80% ice

	

58' 04.2'	 1666 12.5'
wide open *,.ter, 10 m diameter thick floes, 1% ice

	

58' 04.9'	 166' 13.71
N2 ice floes 10-30m across, thick and snow-covered, 80% ice

	

58' 06.0'	 166" 15.3'
large thin grey floes with occasional thick floes (257.), 90% ice
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Figure 6.

Figure 7.

Figure 8.

The Bering Sea Shelf area.

Cyclone tracks in the Bering Sea: (a) storm track counts for

thefive heaviest ice years for the months October-February,

(b) storm track counts for the lightest ice years for October-

February, (c) average number of storms by 2° latitude x 4"

longitude squares for five years in October-February. (from

Overland and Pease, 1982).

Bering Sea mid-winter contiguous ice edge showing the location

of the fast ice edge. (from Stringer, 1980).

Schematic diagram of the transition zone found at the ice edge

of the marginal ice zone in the Bering Sea. (a) a plan view

(b) the cross-sectional view showing thicker ice at the leading

edge. (from Bauer and Martin, 1981).

The Davis Strait area.

Water currents in Davis Strait/Baffin Bay area. (after Dunbar,

1972).

Principal cyclone tracks in the Davis Strait region: (a) the

percentage frequency occurrence of low pressure centers within

400,000 km2 areas and the primary cyclone trajectory during

January, (b) the same as (a) for July. (from Maxwell, 1981).

Ice advance and retreat scenarios for the Davis Strait region:

(a) early pattern of ice advance, illustrated by the 1970

ice season, (b) late pattern of ice advance, illustrated by

the 1966 season, (c) early pattern of ice retreat, illustrated

by the 1965 season, (d) late pattern of ice retreat, illustrated

by the 1973 ice season, (e) locator map of study area. (from

Crane, 1978).
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Figure 9.	 Fast ice location for the Davis Strait region showing areas

composed primarily of first year ice and those containing

predominantly second-year and multiyear forms. (after Maxwell,

1981)

Figure 10.	 C130 flightline for 14 March 1979 in the Bering Sea.

Figure 11.	 Flightline for the CCRS aircraft 10 April 1979 in Davis Strait.

(The other leg, from the north to the south, is not shown).

(from Livingstone et al., 1981).

Figure 12. LANDSAT image from 13 March 1979 showing ice features in the

Bering Sea: (1) fast ice north of St.Lawrence Island, (2) wedge

of thick first year ice, (3) polynya on the leeward side of

St. Lawrence Island where ice forms and advects downwind,

(4) leads opening in pack ice as the ice diverges downwind,

(5) ice bands forming at the edge.

Figure 13.	 Ice band showing two different ice types present. Note

striations in the band and areas of wet, grey ice.

Figure 14.	 Ice band showing small ice floes moving downwind in the trailing

edge of an ice band. The leading edge is in the lower portion

of the photo and shows a well-defined ice/water boundary. The

dark appearance of the middle of the mosaic results from changes

in the automatic exposure of the photographs taken with the RC 9

camera.

Figure 15.	 Detail of the interior of an ice band showing the two types

of ice present: (1) grey-white ice covered with snow, (2) grey-

white ice with melted snow on a wet surface, (3) white ice floes

appearing dry on the surface.
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Figure 16.	 Detail of grey-white ice floes showing the mottled surface

with patchy snow cover and thaw holes. 	 The open water matrix

contained some nilas, and the floes were fairly diffuse in

this region.

Figure 17. Detail of grey-white ice with extremely wet surface and thaw

holes.

Figure 18. Detail of the surface of grey-white ice taken by Martin and

Kauffman who landed on the ice with the helicopter from the

NOAA ship SURVEYOR.

Figure 19. Detail of pancake ice frozen into the surface of a grey-white
ia

floe.	 The object on the pancake is a pen.

Figure 20. Detail of white ice floes in an ice band. 	 The floes are more	 {

densely packed than the grey-white ice. 	 The surface appears

drier with snow drifts next to the ridges. 	 A grey-white floe

exists in the lower right portion of the photo.

Figure 21. Detail of a ridge found on a white floe. 	 The height is less

than 1 m.	 The photo also shows the surface relief on the

surrounding floes.

Figure 22. Schematic diagram of the ice conditions reported by Bauer for

14 March 1979.	 (see Appendix A)

Figure 23. Ice conditions for floe Nl, the grey-white ice.

Figure 24. Ice core taken from floe Nl.

Figure 25. Ice conditions for floe N2, the white ice.

Figure 26. Close-up of floe N2, in the middle of the photo.

Figure 27. Ice core taken from floe N2.

Figure 28. Ice conditions for floe B5 identified on the photo.

Figure 29. Surface conditions for floe B5.
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Figure 30.	 Ice core from floe B5.

Figure 31.	 Ice edge in Davis Strait. Compact ice conditions existed wi

little band formation; floe sizes increased away from the is

edge. (courtesy of C. Livinstone, CCRS)

Figure 32.	 Ice bands at the ice edge in Davis Strait. Compared to figt

14, little active herding of the floes by the wind exists,

suggesting quiescent conditions. (courtesy of C. Livingstor

CCRS)

Figure 33.	 New ice formation inbetween white ice floes in Davis Strait.

(courtesy of C. Livingstone, CCRS)

Figure 34.	 Microwave emissivity and ice thickness from the SURSAT actii

passive experiment, 1979. Emissivity of Bering Sea ice gene

is lower for grey-white ice with some samples correlating with

the high emissivities found in the Beaufort Sea and Frobisher

Bay ice. The emissivity of the first-year ice is significantly

lower for the Bering Sea. In both cases, the surface conditions

associated with melting explain the lower emissivity.

Figure 35.	 Brightness temperature vs. backscatter for the two ice types

in the Bering Sea. (1) indicates thick white ice in an ice

band. (2) shows grey-white ice. A large, snow-covered grey-

white floe with little apparent surface melting created the spike

in (2). Samples such as this occur frequently enough to skew

the data and contribute to the difficulty in identif- •ing the ice

types. The scatterometer return (0 = 58°) fails to resolve the

different ice types. The inset shows a schematic representation

of the free water in a partially melted snow surface, and its

effects on emitted microwave energy.
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Figure 36.	 The rise in backscatter and decrease in brightness tempprature

associated with the white ice found at the leading edge of an

ice band. The inset diagram shows a stylized representation of

ice thickness in an ice band (a) as it initially forms, and

(b) as it ablates downwind. In both cases thicker ice exists

at the leading edge.

Figure 37. Backscatter and brightness temperature for wave-broken first year

ice in Davis Strait. A slight tendency for a rise in backscatter

with a decrease in brightness exists on approaching the ice edge.

(from Livingstone et al, 1981).

Figure 38.	 Passive microwave data for an ice band in the Bering Sea:

(1) grey-white ice, (2) white ice floes associated with the

leading edge of a band, (3) mixed floe types, (4) the trailing

edge of the band showing the secondary peaks associated with low-

concentration ice floes, (5) the open water areas where the

brightness temperature increases before the radiometer footprint

encounters ice.

Figure 39.	 Plot of emissivity vs. backscatter (0 - 58°) for line 11-0 in

figure 10. Emissivities and backscatter varied .or different

runs. In this case, the data appear separable, but the overlap

makes identification difficult.

Figure 40.	 X Band radar imagery taken by the NASA C130 on 14 March 1979.

Ice bands at the edge show up well due to the surface moisture.

(A) indicates a large ice band seen in figure 41. The homogeneous

return of the ice in the lower portion of the mosaic compares

with the ridging and texture seen in the upper image taken further

north; the difference arises from the change in the surface melt

conditions from south to north.
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Figure 41.	 Ice band seen in figure 40(A). The time difference between the

two overflights accounts for the slight changes in the band

shape.

Figure 42.	 X Band imagery mosaic for 27 March 1979 in Norton Sound. Areas

Cl and C2 show fast ice. Cl has broken off from St. Lawrence

Island and is advecting north with the pack ice. C2 is still

fast off the coast near Nome. The dark return from the smooth

ice in C2 distinguishe3 it from the surrounding ridged ice.

Cl resembles the surrounding ice; its high return may be due to

wetness on the surface.

Figure 43.	 TIROS image taken 25 March 1979 showing the ice imaged March

27 in figure 42. Both images show the open water, but clouds

obscure the areas of mobile ice seen in figure 42. The TIROS

image for 27 March was cloud-covered.	 It
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